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Abstract 
We construct under CH many uncountable sets of reals with strong combinatorial properties 
which are defined in terms of measure and category. All our constructions involve a sequence of 
countable ZFC-models and a sequence of generics over these models for the appropriate partial 
ordering. We also construct several uncountable hereditary y-sets. 
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Introduction 
This work is about sets of reals which are large in the sense of cardinality (they usually 
have size continuum), but small in various other senses most of which are defined in 
terms of measure and category. Instead of talking about small sets, some authors prefer 
notions like special set or singular set or totally imperfect set (see [26, Section 401 
and [29]). For a nice survey on this area of research we refer the reader to Miller’s 
handbook article [29]. 
The starting point for our considerations is the following observation. Assume the 
continuum hypothesis CH holds and let (Ma; (Y < WI) be an increasing sequence of 
countable ZFC-models covering the reals (that is, Uacw, Ma > ww) such that there are 
reals c, E Ma+1 which are Cohen-generic over M, (a < WI). The latter condition 
is satisfied, e.g., if Ma+1 thinks that Ma is countable. Recall that “c is Cohen-generic 
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over a ZFC-model M” is equivalent to “c pi A for all Bore1 meager sets A coded in 
111” (see [19, Section 421 or [25]). Then the set X = {ccy; N < WI} is a Luzin set, 
i.e., an uncountable set of reals which has countable intersection with every meager set. 
Similarly, if we replace Cohen-generic by rundom-generic, we get a Sierpin’ski set, i.e., 
an uncountable set of reals which has countable intersection with every null set. Thus 
the question arises what kind of sets we get if Cohen (random) forcing is replaced by 
another standard partial ordering adjoining a generic real. Are there any sets among them 
which were considered already in other contexts? 
The structure of the ideal of meager sets M and of the ideal of null sets N on the Baire 
space w w is to a certain extent characterized by cardinal invariants (like, e.g., additivity- 
see Section 1.1 for details) which sit between WI and c, the size of the continuum. Many 
people investigated which <-inequalities one could prove in ZFC between these cardinals, 
and which strict inequalities one could consistently obtain in forcing extensions. The final 
result of this discussion became known as Cichoti’s diagram (see [ 11,3]). More recently, 
Pawlikowski and Reclaw [33] showed that an effective version of the <-proofs for 
Cichon’s diagram gives C-inclusion relations between various classes of small sets of 
reals some of which were already considered by Hurewicz, Menger and Rothberger more 
than half a century ago. These results are incorporated into Cichon’S diagram for small 
sets (see [33, Theorem 2.21 and our Fig. 1 in Section 1.1). Thus the question arises what 
corresponds to the consistency results in Cichon’s diagram for cardinal invariants. Do 
we get strict inclusion relations for small sets? 
It is well known that we cannot achieve this in ZFC for it is consistent to assume 
that several of the classes considered coincide with the countable sets of reals and thus 
are equal. On the other hand, we certainly get strict inclusion in the appropriate forcing 
extensions. However, contrary to the, classical Cichon diagram, the one for small sets 
makes sense even under CH. In fact, the latter is a strong combinatorial principle which 
seems to allow constructions of any reasonable small set of size continuum. It turns 
out that we can indeed “dualize” any <-consistency result in Cichon’s diagram to a 
C-inclusion result in a natural way under CH. This “translation” is the content and the 
purpose of our work. 
It leads to constructions similar to the one of Luzin and Sierpinski sets sketched above; 
this is the reason why we talk about generic constructions. We note that one could get 
purely combinatorial proofs for our results as well (and I. Reclaw indeed got several 
such proofs before us, e.g., he produced a set in Nod(M) fl Nod(N) which is not 
in Covt(N) nor in Dt under MA, see Other Construction 3.6(x)). However, we believe 
that the present approach which involves elementary model theory and forcing is much 
more elegant and shows the essence of what’s going on. Given the consistency proofs 
in Cichofi’s diagram, it is also much more economical, and all constructions proceed 
according to some schema. Therefore we restrict ourselves to give three constructions in 
detail (Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and 4.1(o)). The other results are merely sketched. Section 5 
contains an attempt (only partially successful) to generalize our results to the situation 
when Martin’s axiom MA holds. 
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Historically, apart from the Luzin and Sierpinski sets which date back to the beginning 
of the century, an implicit generic construction was done by TodorEevid when he produced 
a hereditary y-set under o (see [12, Theorem 41; cf. also our Section 4 for further 
comments), and an explicit one was carried out by Miller and Fremlin using eventually 
different reals [30, Theorem 61. 
A note for the reader 
We tried to make the paper readable for everybody having a basic knowledge of forcing 
by giving a detailed description of the properties of the forcing notions we mainly use in 
Section 1. Those who are well acquainted with forcings adjoining reals are recommended 
to proceed to Section 2 after having read Section 1.1 and to turn back to Section 1 only 
in case of doubt. 
Notational remarks 
3” means there are infinitely many, and ‘d’O” stands forfor almost all. Given B C (w”)’ 
and x E ww, B, = {y; (z, y) E B} is the section of B at 5. [w]” is the set of infinite 
subsets of w. A C* B means that A is almost included in B (that is, A \ B is finite), 
() is the empty sequence, and ^ is used for concatenation of sequences (e.g., o^(O)). 
Given a tree T 2 wcw (or & 2<“), we denote by [T] the set of its branches (that is, 
[T] = {f E ww; V’n. (f/n E T)}). 
If we say “M is a ZFC-model” we use the convention that M is only required to 
satisfy finitely many ZFC-axioms (the ones needed for the argument). When we want 
to have more control over what’s true in hl, we shall require that A4 is an elementary 
substructure of H(X) (M -X H(X), in symbols), the set of sets which are hereditarily of 
size < X, for some large enough X. 
Our forcing notation is standard. See [24,19]. We use * for iteration (e.g., lP* Q), and 
dots for names (e.g., f-but we omit them in iterations, e.g., P * Q instead of P * 0). If 
P is a forcing adding a generic real in a canonical way, we let fi denote the name for the 
generic real, and p is its evaluation in the extension (e.g., @, C, c for Cohen forcing). A 
forcing IP is called u-centered iff there are P,, c P (n E w) such that lP = U, P,,, and 
given R E w and F C P,, finite there is p E P with p < q for all q E F. 
1. Definitions 
1. I. Cardinal invariants and small sets 
We try to keep our notation as close as possible to [33] to which we shall constantly 
refer. Given a u-ideal Z on the reals ww, we define 
add(Z) =min{iFI; _FCZA~F$I}; 
COV(l)=min{~F/; .F~ZIAUF=~w}; 
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non(Z) = min { IFI; F C ww A F $2}; 
cof(Z)=min{lFl; ~~Z~\VAEZ~BET(A~B)}. 
These four cardinal character&s are usually referred to as additivity, covering, uniformity, 
and cojinality, respectively. A family 3 2 Z which has the property in the definition of 
cof(Z) is called a base of Z. Next we introduce 
b = min{lF\; F C ww AVg E ww 3f E F 3”n(g(n) < f(n))}; 
9 = min { IFI; F C ww AV.9 E ww 3f E F t’“n(g(n) < f(n))}. 
b and a are called the unbounding number and the dominating number, respectively. 
Closely related are the following Bore1 classes of small sets 
for all Bore1 sets B C X x ww satisfying 
Vx E X (B, E Z) ! we have U 
XEX 
COG(Z) = X C w“‘; for all Bore1 sets B C: X x ww satisfying 
‘d’z E X (B, E I), we have u B, #w-); 
XEX 
Nont(Z) = {X c ww; for all Bore1 functions a: X --t ww, we have a[X] E I}; 
Cofyq = {x c ww; for all Bore1 sets B & X x w“ satisfying 
Vx E X (B, E Z), the family {B,; z E X} is not a base}; 
B$ = {X C w“‘; for all Bore1 functions a : X + 0, 
there is g E ww with V’z E X Vi”n(a(z)(n) < g(n))}; 
Dt = {X s ww; for all Bore1 functions a : X + 0, 
there is g E ww with V’z E X ?‘n(a(s)(n) < g(n))}. 
We are interested in the cardinals and the classes only in case Z E {M,N}. Notice 
that add(I) is then the smallest size of a set not in Addt(Z) (i.e., non(Addt(Z)) = 
add(Z)), and similarly for the other cardinals and classes. This is so because there are 
Bore1 sets I3 C (u“)~ with all sections meager (null, respectively) such that the family 
{B,; x E w”} forms a base of the meager (null, respectively) ideal. We also note that we 
can then replace the sentence “V Bore1 sets B 2 X x ww satisfying Vx E X (B, E Z)” by 
“V Bore1 sets B C (w”)~ with all sections in z” (see [33, proof of Lemma 1.21); similarly 
“‘d Bore1 functions a : X + ww” can be replaced by “V Bore1 functions a : ww + ww” 
(because any Bore1 function on any subset of ww can be extended to a Bore1 function 
on the whole space). Pawlikowski and Reclaw [33, Section 21 proved that the inclusion 
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Cod(N) - Nont(M) - Cof$ (M) - Coft (N) 
Addt (N) - Addt(M) - Covt (M) - Nont (N) 
Fig. 1. 
relations shown in Fig. 1 hold between the Bore1 classes (here, a class is contained in 
another class if it is connected to it by a (composition of) line(s) going up or to the right; 
thus Add’(N) is the smallest class, etc.). 
This diagram is called Cichoti’s diagram for small sets. If we replace “Bore1 function” 
in the definition of Nont (I), Bt or Dt by “continuous function”, we get the corresponding 
continuous classes Non+(Z), Bt or Dt. Of course, they contain the respective Bore1 
classes. Similarly, if, in the definition of Addt(Z), Cod(Z) or Coft(Z), “Bore1 set” is 
replaced by “F,-set” in the case of M and by “Gh-set” in the case of N, we have the 
continuous classes Add+(I), Covt(Z) or Coft(Z). We can again draw a Cichon diagram 
for them [33, Theorem 2.21. In the present paper, we shall be less interested in these 
classes. 
1.2. a-properforcing [35, Chapter V, Definition 3.1, p. 1641 
Let a! < WI. A forcing notion P is called a-proper if for every sufficiently large 
cardinal X, and for every continuously increasing sequence (Np; p < cy) of countable 
elementary submodels of H(X) satisfying (NY; y 6 0) E Np+i (for all p < cr) and 
P E No, and for every p E P n No, there is 4 < p which is (No, P)-generic for every 
/J < Q. Recall that continuously increasing means increasing and Nx = &CA N, for a 
limit ordinal X. And q is (IV, IF’)-generic says that q forces the P-generic filter (over the 
universe V) to be P-generic over N as well. A forcing notion is said to be proper if it 
is O-proper. 
We say a forcing notion P satisfies Axiom A (see [5, Section 71, [6, Section 21 or [20, 
Chapter III, kection 41) if there are partial orderings <, (n E w) of P such that: 
(i) P CO 4 * P < 4; 
(ii> P &+I 4 * p 6,, 4; 
(iii) if (plz; n, E w) C P is a sequence such that . ‘plL+l 6, p, . . <I pl <O ~0, then 
there is q E IP with q 6, p, for all n E w; 
(iv) for every p E P, n E w, and every maximal antichain A C P, there is q <, p 
which is compatible with at most countably many elements from A. 
It is folklore that Axiom A implies a-proper for every LY < WI. As we could not find 
a reference, and as we shall use a similar argument below in Section 1.5, we give a brief 
sketch. 
Let P satisfy Axiom A, as witnessed by GYL (n E w). Show by induction on cy < WI that 
whenever (No; ,# 6 CX) is a continuously increasing sequence of countable elementary 
submodels of H(X), (NY; y < p) E N p+t, IP E No, n E w, and p E No, then there is 
q <,, p which is (Np,P)-generic for @ < cy. In case Q = 0, this is the usual argument 
that Axiom A forcings are proper (*) ( see [20, Chapter III, 4.41 or [6, 2.41). In case 
cy = cy’ + I is a successor find (by induction and elementarity) q’ <, p in N, which 
is (No,P)-generic for /3 < cy’, and then (by (*)) 4 Gn q’ which is (N,,P)-generic. 
In case Q = UI; Cvk is a limit with ffk < ne for k < !, choose (using induction and 
elementarity) (pk; lc E w) such that ‘pk+l Gn+k pk.. . <, po <, p and pk E NQl;+t 
is (N,, i?‘)-generic for y < cQ. USC (iii) to get q Grl+k pk for all k E w, and thus q 6, p. 
1.3. Cohen and random ,forcings 
Let t3 denote the a-algebra of Bore1 sets. Then we let @ = B/M, the Cohen p.o., 
and lR = B/N, the random p.o., both being ordered by inclusion. If M is a model 
of (a fragment of) ZFC, then c is @-generic over M (a Cohen real) iff c $! A for all 
Bore1 meager sets coded in M. Furthermore the reals of M, M n ww, form a nonmeager 
set in the generic extension M [cl. Dual statements hold if c, C, Cohen and meager are 
replaced by b, B, random and r&l, respectively (see [ 19, Section 421 or [25]). Note that 
Cc is forcing equivalent to wcw, ordered by reverse inclusion (we write @. % wcw). 
1.4. Hechler forcing and its properties 
Let 
m = {(s, f); s E wcw A f E ww A s c f} 
and put 
(s, f) < (r, 9) iff s > t At% E w@(n) > g(n)) 
for (s, f), (t, g) E m. ED which is easily seen to be g-centered is called the Hechler 
p.o.-and, as usual, a generic real d E ww (which is the unique real extending the first 
coordinates of all elements in the corresponding generic filter) will be referred to as a 
Hechler real. We list some OS its properties which we are going to use in one of our 
constructions (Theorem 2.1). Let a! be D-generic over some ZFC-model M. Then: 
(1) d is a dominating real over M (this means that for all f E ww n MP’n(f(n) < 
d(n))). To see this put Df = {(s, y) E ILD; ‘J”n(f(n,) 6 g(n))}; this set is dense in KD 
for f E w“’ n M; thus genericity gives that d is indeed dominating. 
(2) If we let 7r : ww + 2” be the continuous function sending f G ww to f mod 2 
(i.e., r(f)(n) = f( n mod 2 for all 77. E w), then rr(d) is @-generic over M (here we ) 
think of Cohen forcing as taking place in the Cantor space 2”, i.e., @ E 2<“‘). This is 
again an easy genericity argument (see [36, Section 61 for details). 
(3) In M[d], there is no real random over M (or, equivalently, for all f E ww n M[d] 
there is a Bore1 null set A coded in M with f E A). As a matter of fact, no a-centered 
forcing adjoins random reals, see [27, Section 5] for such arguments. 
(4) In M[d], there is no Borcl meager set covering the Bore1 meager sets coded in 
M (more formally, VA E B n M n M[d] 3B E B n M n M (B P; A)) [3l, Section I]. 
1.5. Laverforcitzg und its properties 
Let 
L={Tcw<“; T is a tree A 3s E T (W E T (s C t V t C s) 
A(S 2 t + 30°n (f(n) E T)))} 
and put 
T < S iff T c S (T is a subtree of 5’) 
for T, S E IL.. The s required to exist for each T E IL is called the stem of T, stem(T); and 
for t > stem(T), we let split(T, t) = {n E w; t”(n) E T}, the infinite set of successor 
nodes of t in T. IL which satisfies Axiom A (see [S, Section 71 or [20, Chapter I, 
Section 31) and thus is a-proper for every cy < WI (see Section 1.2) is called the Luver 
~7.0. We list some properties of IL and of Laver reals l (to be used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1). Assume li is IL-generic over M. Then: 
(1) !! is a dominating real over M. This is a straightforward genericity argument. 
(2) In M[!], there is no real random over M. This is because Laver forcing has the 
Laver property [ 15, Section 61, see 127, Section 61 for a similar argument. 
(3) Given (Y < ~1, a continuously increasing sequence (Np; 0 < Q) of countable 
elementary submodels of H(X) (X large enough) satisfying (N,; y < ,@ E iVp+~ (for 
all ,D < (u) and lL E No, (TO; /5’ < N) a sequence of reals such that TD E No+, is random 
over No (for all ,8 < QI), and p E IL n No, there is q < p such that 
(i) q is (Np,IL)- generic for every p < 0; 
(ii) q Il_“r~ is random over Np[i]“, for every ,D < c~. 
To see this use a deep result on Laver forcing, due independently to Woodin (unpub- 
lished), and Judah and Shelah [22, Section l] (see [32] for a shorter proof), saying that 
given N + H(X) with IL E N, T random over N, n E w, and p E JLf’ N, there is q <,,, p 
such that 
(i’) q is (N, IL)-generic, 
(ii’) q It’?- is random over N[i]“; 
then make induction as in the proof that Axiom A implies cy-properness (see 1.2). 
1.6. Sucks forcing 
Let 
S = {T & 2’“; T is a perfect tree} 
and put 
T<S iff T&S 
132 
Fig. 2. 
for T, S E S. Given S E S, denote by stem(S) (the stem of S) the unique s E S 
with s 2 t or t C s for all t E S and with s^(O), s-(l) E S. For t E S we also let 
S, = {s E S; s C t V t 2 s}, the restriction of S to t. S which satisfies Axiom A (see 
[S, Section 71 or [20, Chapter I, Section 31) and thus is a-proper for every cr < wt is 
called the Sucks p.o. If s is S-generic over M, we have 
(I) the Bore1 null (meager, respectively) sets coded in 111 form a base of the null 
(meager, respectively) ideal of 1Ll[s] (see, e.g., 127, Section 71). 
2. Constructions using ccc partial orders under CH 
The easiest situation in which we can construct a transfinite sequence of generics is 
when the underlying p.o. satisfies the countable chain condition (ccc). The small sets 
of reals we can produce that way are shown in Fig. 2. A black spot means that the set 
belongs to the corresponding Bore1 class Xt (cf. the diagram shown in Fig. 1) while it 
does not belong to any of the continuous classes ‘I’+ which are left blank. To illustrate 
our method we carry out one construction in detail. 
Theorem 2.1 (CH). There is an uncountable set X belonging to Coft(M) n Nod(N) 
such that whenever Y C X is in either Dt or Non+(M), then Y is countable 
the set for diagram (d) in Fig. 2). 
(this is 
Proof. Let (iVa; CY < WI) be an increasing sequence of countable models of 
enough fragment of ZFC such that 
(i) U ax<w, Ma 2 (WI U ww) and 
(ii) (MO; /3 < (Y) c M,+j and AJcl+t b “n/1<? is countable” for all cy < wt. 
a large 
Using (ii), we can choose d,, E ww which is D-generic over MD in Ma+, (recall that 
ID denotes Hechler forcing, see Section 1.4). We note for future use that dp is D-generic 
over Ma whenever fl 3 CY. This holds by absoluteness of Hechler forcing. More exactly, 
if M & N are models of ZFC, and A C IID is a maximal antichain in 111, then it is still 
maximal in N (see [36, Section 51 for further details). Put X = {da; o < WI}. 
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Claim 2.2. X E COf$(M). 
Proof. Take a Bore1 set A 2 (w“)~ with all sections meager. We proceed to show that 
the family {A,; n: E X} is not a base of the ideal M. 
Fix cy such that A is coded in MD. Put B = U{C; C E M n Ma}, B is meager. 
We shall see that B is not covered by any A, (z e X). For z E Ma this is clear 
(then A, c B). For z $ Ma, z is D-generic over Ma. Step into the model AJ~[z]. 
Then A, E Ma[x]. However, by a result of Pawlikowski’s (see Section 1.4(4)), B is 
nonmeager in A4Q [z]. Hence A, cannot cover B. 0 
Claim 2.3. X E Nod(N). 
Proof. This is similar: take a Bore1 function u : X A w“‘; fix (Y such that a is coded in 
MC,; and put B = U{C; C E N n Ma}-then B is null. Using that Hechler forcing 
does not adjoin random reals (see Section 1.4(3)), we easily infer u[X] 2 B. 0 
Claim 2.4. Ever?, uncountable subset ofX is neither in Dt nor in Non+(M). 
Proof. Every uncountable subset of X is dominating, so the first part is trivial. To see 
the second half of the claim, let 7-r :ww + 2” be the continuous map sending IF E ww to 
n: mod 2 g 2”. Since n(d,) is Cohen over Ma for cy E wt (see Section 1.4(2)), n[X] is 
a Luzin set. Hence 7r[Y] $ M for every uncountable Y C X. Thus Y $ Non+(M). 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
Corollary 2.5. X x X $ Cof+(M) ( w h ere X denotes the set constructed in Theo- 
rem 2.1). 
Indeed, this is immediate from the properties of X and [33, Theorem 2.3(b)]. No- 
tice that our Theorem 2.1 shows that the result of Pawlikowski and Reclaw cannot be 
improved. 
Remarks 2.6. (1) Because Hechler forcing (as well as the other forcings used in Other 
Constructions 2.7 below) is an absolute ccc forcing, we did not have to make any 
requirement concerning the choice of the sequence (Ma; (Y < wt). Similar constructions 
are possible for ccc forcings in general if we require the sequence (M,; (Y < wt) to 
be elementary. This point will become important in the next section when we deal with 
proper non-ccc forcings. 
Fig. 3. 
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(2) The existence of sets with proper-tics “dual” to those of the set in Theorem 2.1 (or 
to those of (c) in Fig. 2) is inconsistent by [33, Theorem 2.3(a)]. In the language of our 
small diagrams, this means the two combinations given in Fig. 3 are impossible. 
Other Constructions 2.7. They are all exactly similar to Theorem 2.1. Therefore we 
refrain from giving proofs and confine ourselves to list the forcings involved in the 
corresponding generic constructions. The numbering refers to Fig. 2. 
(a) B * C * ICD. This means we “force” with the three-step iteration over each Ma, take 
generics b,, car and d,, and let T, be a real encoding all of them, e.g., ra(3n) = ba(n.), 
7.,(3n + 1) = c,(n), and r,(3n + 2) = cl,(n) for all 71 E w. Finally we put X = 
{ra; (Y < WI}. A similar remark applies to all constructions involving iterations. 
(b) @*IID. 
(c) B *D. 
(d) ED (Theorem 2.1). 
(e) B *C. 
(f) lE, the eventually different reals forcing (see [27, Section 5]-this is the generic 
construction carried out by Miller and Fremlin in [30, Theorem 6(b)]). 
(g) @ (this is nothing else but the canonical construction of a Luzin set under CH, see 
Introduction). 
(h) E8 (this produces a Sierpiriski set, see Introduction). 
3. Constructions using proper non-ccc partial orders under CH 
We turn to constructions which arc similar in spirit to the one in Theorem 2.1, but 
which involve proper, non-ccc posets. Fig. 4 shows all combinations we can realize that 
way (and, in fact, all consistent combinations arc shown in either Fig. 2 or Fig. 4). As 
before we give a detailed proof of one example. The other constructions are similar, and 
most are in fact easier (see Remarks 3.5). 
Theorem 3.1 (CH). There is an uncountable set X belonging to COVE n Nod(N) 
such that whenever Y C X is in Dt, then Y is countable (this is the setfor diagram (r) 
in Fig. 4). 
Proof. Let (M,; Q < WI) bc a continuously increasing sequence of countable elementary 
submodels of H(X) for some large enough cardinal X such that 
(9 U N<W, Ma 2 (WI uw”) and 
(ii) (MO; 0 < a) E M,+l (and thus Mcu+l /= “M, is countable” by elementarity). 
We construct sequences (CQ; N < WI) and (rn; u: < WI) of reals such that: 
(*) e, E w” is Laver-generic over MD for all p < u: inside Ma+]; 
(**) T, E ww is random over Mc,[t,] inside Ma+, ; 
(***) T, is also random over all file[!p] where p > (Y. 
To see that we can do this, suppose we are at step LY of the construction. Using (3) in 
Section 1.5 (inside Ma+, which we can do by elementarity), we can find a condition 
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6) 
p E IL n Ma+, which is (MD, IL)-generic for all p < cy and which forces the sentence 
“TO is random over Mp(P]” for /3 < cy. Choose e, IL-generic over II~~ in M,+t with 
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&, E [p] (i.e., p lies in the generic filter G, corresponding to .Q. Then (*) and (***) 
(with /3 and cy interchanged) are satisfied. To get (**) simply choose T, random over 
Ma[&] in M,+I This completes the construction. Put X = {e,; cy < WI}. 
Claim 3.2. X E COVE. 
Proof. Let B g ww x ww be a Bore1 set such that all sections are null. Fix N such that 
B E 111,. We have to show that r, $ UzEX B,. To see this note that for each ,6’ < WI, 
Be, is a Bore1 set coded in Ma[Lp]. However, T, is random over iMa [!?,I for all p < w 1 
(for ,19 3 cy this is (**) and (***), and for 0 < cy this is trivial because T, is random 
over iMa = A4~[4Yp]). Thus T, 6 Be, for each ,8 < wt. 0 
Claim 3.3. X E Nod(N). 
Proof. This is exactly like the proof of Claim 2.3. We just use that Laver forcing does 
not add random reals (see Section lS(2)). 0 
Claim 3.4. Every uncountable subset oj’X is not in Dt. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. c? 
Remarks 3.5. (1) A particular feature of this construction is the simultaneous construc- 
tion of the auxiliary set {ra; N < WI }. This is used only to prove that X E Covt(N). 
The T, are a sequence of possible witnesses for this. It is easy to see that whenever 
we want to show that a set Y constructed generically lies in one of the classes Bt, Dt, 
Add*(Z), Nont(Z) or Coft(Z) for Z E {M,N}, we do not need such witnesses (see 
the proofs of Claims 2.2 and 2.3 for two such examples). 
(2) We also don’t need them when dealing with COVE. This is best seen when 
using a combinatorial characterization of this class: 
Co+(M) = Bt(=c4) 
:= {Y c ww; V Bore1 a : Y + ww 3g E w“’ Vy E Y gmn(a(y)(n) = g(n))} 
(see [33, Theorem 3.3(a)]; this is the small-set-version of Bartoszynski’s characterization 
of the cardinal COV(M) [ 1, Section I]). Now assume we carry out a generic construction 
using a sequence of models (hIa; cy < WI), and a p.o. p which does not add eventually 
different reals (this means that if P E n/l and g E ww frM[G], where G is p-generic over 
M, then there is f E &‘nM satisfying ?‘n (g(n) = f(n))). Assume (A,; n E w) E iId0 
is a partition of w into countably many countable sets. Let Y = {p,; Q < WI} C w“ be 
the set of generics, and suppose a : Y + w w is Borel. Fix (Y < wi such that a is coded in 
Ma. Assume Manww = {g?,; n, E w}. Define ,g E ww by putting grAn = gn /A,. If P is 
a “reasonable” p.o., the proof that it doesn’t adjoin an eventually different real will also 
show that for all 0 3 N there is f E ~~~~nww ith V’n E w grnrn E A,(f(m) = pp(m)). 
This clearly entails that for all p 3 cr?rn (g(m) = pg(m)); for /3 < cy the same 
statement is trivial. Thus Y E Bt(=,). 
(3) The differences occurring here between COVE and COVE seem related to 
the fact that the former is a a-ideal while this is unclear for the latter. 
Other Constructions 3.6. As in Other Constructions 2.7 we only list the forcings in- 
volved (with a few remarks added in case the proof that the set constructed lies indeed in 
all the Bore1 classes in which it is claimed to lie, is not straightforward). The numbering 
refers to Fig. 4. 
(i) M * B, where iVl denotes Mathias forcing (see, e.g., [20, Chapter I, Section 31). 
Here, iteration * has the same meaning as in Other Constructions 2.7. To show that the 
set lies in Non$(M), use the fact that the iteration does not add Cohen reals (see [23, 
Section 11, [3, Section 51). 
(j) IV! (as remarked in the Introduction, a set with these properties was constructed 
under MA in a purely combinatorial way by Rcclaw; our construction also generalizes 
to MA; see Section 5, in particular Proposition 5.1). 
(k) BS*B, where BS denotes Blass-Shelah forcing [7, Section 21. As in (i), we use 
that this iteration does not add Cohen reals 13, Section 51. 
(1) BS. 
(m) II*& where Ii is infinitely often equal reals forcing (there are two versions of this 
forcing, a Silver-like, introduced by Miller [27. Section 71, and a Sacks-like, introduced 
by Goldstern, Judah and Shelah [ 17, Section 21). 
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(n) II * Qo, where QO is the forcing from [3, Section 21. 
(0) I * IFS, where R denotes rational perfect set forcing 1281. In this case use the 
Sacks-like version of ll (see (m)). Then the two-step iteration is P-point preserving (see 
[l7, Sections 1 and 21 for this notion and the proof), and hence does not add Cohen 
reals. This shows that the set constructed lies indeed in Nod(M). To see that it lies in 
Covt(M), use the arguments sketched in Remark 3.5(2) above. 
(P) 1. 
(q) Lt B. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 construct an auxiliary sequence of random 
reals to show that the set lies in COV*(N). A similar remark applies to all but the last 
of the subsequent constructions. 
(r) IL (Theorem 3.1). 
(s) IWfIEE. 
(t) R * Qo. 
(u) 00. 
(v) ll&. For Cod(M) use again Remark 3.5(2). 
(w) QI, the forcing from [18, Section 21. 
(x) $ (see Theorem 4. I(a) for a much more difficult construction involving S). 
4. Constructing y-sets 
We now discuss uncountable sets of reals with even stronger combinatorial properties, 
but which still can be constructed in a fashion similar to, but more intricate than, the 
one of Section 3. We say a family F C [wlw has the$nite intersection property iff given 
G C F finite, n G is infinite. A E [w], is a pseudointersection of F iff A\ B is finite for 
all B E F. A family F having a pseudointersection trivially has the finite intersection 
property, but the converse need not hold. Accordingly, we let 
p = min { IFI; F C [a]” has the finite intersection property, 
but has no pseudointersection}, 
the pseudointersection number. Again, we can associate with p a natural class of small 
sets of reals, 
P’ = {x c_ ww; for all Bore1 functions a : X + [wlw, if u[X] has the finite 
intersection property, then a[X] has a pseudointersection}. 
Similarly, we define Pt with “Bore1 function” replaced by “continuous function”. The 
class Pt was introduced by Gerlits and Nagy [14, Section 21 (see also [ 131) in their 
study of convergence properties of spaces of the form C(X). Because it was the third 
property they considered, it became known as the class of y-sets. Redaw [34, Section 3, 
Proposition 21 observed that their original definition and the one we gave coincide. Galvin 
and Miller [ 12, Theorem l] constructed a y-set of size c under MA, and TodorEevid (see 
[ 12, Theorem 41) proved that under o, there is a y-set of cardinality c = WI all of whose 
subsets are also y-sets (a hereditary y-set). We shall be mainly interested in the class 
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hP$ = {X C w“; for all Y C_ X and for all Bore1 functions a : Y -+ [wlw, 
if a[Y] has the finite intersection property, 
then u[Y] has a pseudointersection}, 
the hereditary closure of Pt; similarly hPt is the class of hereditary y-sets. We have 
hP$ c Pt & Pt and hPJ C hPt C Pi; furthermore, Pt C Add+(M) (see [33, Section 41 
or [30, p. 311) and thus PJ C Addt(JZ/t) (this is the Bore1 version of the inequality 
p < add(M), see [2, Theorem 2.2.101). The reason why we have to go over to hPt 
is that for a : X + [WI“’ Bore1 it may be the case that u[Y] has the finite intersection 
property for some Y C X, while u[X] doesn’t. This accounts for the fact that sets in hPt 
are much more difficult to construct than sets in, say, Addt (N), which is hereditarily 
closed for trivial reasons. 
A set of reals X C 2” is strong/y meager if 
X+N={z+n; zEXAnEN}#2” 
for all null sets N. Here addition is to be taken modulo 2. Letting SM denote the class of 
strongly meager sets, we easily have Covt(N) C SM. Our motivation for Theorem 4.1 
below came from a recent result of Bartoszynski and Reclaw [4, Theorem 2.11, saying 
that under MA there is a y-set of size c which is not strongly meager; in Theorem 4.1 (y) 
we get something stronger under the stronger assumption that CH holds (the conclusion 
in (y)-with hP$ replaced by hPt-was also proved by Bartoszydski and Reclaw [4, 
Theorem 2.41 under the still stronger assumption that o holds). 
Theorem 4.1 (CH). (0) 7’h ere is un uncountable set X C 2” belonging to hP$ n 
Add*(N). 
(p) There is an uncountable set X 5 2W belonging to hP$ n COVE such that 
whenever Y C X is in Add+(N), then Y is countable. 
(y) There is an uncountable set X c 2” belonging to hP$ such that whenever Y C X 
is strongly meager; then Y is countable. 
Proof. All three proofs are similar. We do (cy) in detail because its combinatorics is 
simpler. 
(0) It involves the Sacks forcing S (see Section 1.6). We let 
P = (3; = (9; s E 27; vs (S” E S A stem(Ss) > s 
A& (t~sAtESsd9t=(Ss)t))}. 
For 3 and T E P put S <* T iff for all s E 2<w there are n E w and to,. . , t,_l E 2”w 
such that Ss < UiEla Ttx and for almost all s E 2<w (Ss < TS). Note that if all T” are 
(M,S)-generic (for some ZFC-model M) and S <* T, then all S” are (hil,S)-generic 
as well. Furthermore S <* T entails lJ,[S”] C U,[T”]. Also notice that whenever 
(3,; n E w) C P is <*-decreasing, then there is ?? E ‘P with ?? <* S, for all 
n E w. We note for future use that similar notions can be introduced, and similar facts 
proved, for other forcings consisting of finitely branching trees which have splitting 
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going on on infinitely many levels (but not on almost all levels), e.g., II or Qt (see Other 
Constructions 3.6). 
Now assume M is a model of ZFC and a: 2” + [wlw is a Bore1 function coded 
in M. Note that given any S E S, we can find T < 5’ such that at[T] is continuous. 
Letting A be the S-name for a(s), where ;S is the canonical name for the Sacks real, 
and X the S-name for A’s characteristic function, this means that for all f E [T] and 
i. E w, there is k E w such that Tftk decides kti. Thus for each branch f E [T], a(f) 
reflects f’s opinion about the set A; more explicitly, we have a(f) = {e; for all large 
enough ,k(Tflk IF! E A)}. This gives a natural connection between s-names for infinite 
subsets of w and Bore1 functions a : 2” + [w]~. Again something similar can be done 
forIIorQi. 
Given D & S, let cl(D) = {S E S; 3rz 3T0,. . . , T,_l E D (5’ = UicT2. Ti)} the 
closure of D. If D is open dense, so is cl(D). 
Construction 4.2. We are now in a position to carry out the construction. As in Section 3 
let us assume that {AJo; cy < wi) is a continuously increasing sequence of elementary 
submodels of some H(X) with 
(i) U n<w, Ma 2 (WI Uww) and 
(ii) (Mp; p 6 o) E iVa+l for cy < WI. 
Let (a,; Q < wt) be an enumeration of all Bore1 functions 2” + [w]” such that a, E 
A4 a+i. We construct recursively 
(iii) a <*-decreasing sequence (3, = (Sg; s E 2<“‘); Q < wi) of elements from P 
such that S, E llla+i, all 5’: are (MB, S)- generic for all ,8 < cy and some additional 
conditions (to be specified below) are satisfied, and 
(iv) reals rSy E [Si] n Ma+1 for s t 2<w and IY < WI which are S-generic over ,Ua 
(and thus also S-generic over all &lo, ,0 < a). 
More explicitly, we do the following: 
l If cr is a limit, choose first 3, E bJLV+i such that S, <* So for all /? < 0 
and then rS, E [Sg] f? AJa+i S-generic over film. The S, satisfy automatically the 
required genericity conditions, and we do not want any additional conditions to hold. 
This completes the construction in the limit step. 
l If cy = p+ 1, first choose (inside ma) T = (T”; s E 2<w) ,<* ??p with T” < Sj, and 
up t[T”] continuous for all s E 2 <w We enumerate (in 111,+t) the open dense sets of S .
lying in Fiji as {Dk; k E w}, the previously constructed reals {T;; s E 2<w AT < /3} C: 
111, as {rk; k- E w}, the finite subsets of w as {bk; Ic E w} (so that every finite subset 
occurs infinitely often), and 2cU as {sk; k E w} (so that si C s3 implies i < j). We let 
<k denote the usual fusion ordering on S; this means that S 60 T iff S 6 T and S and 
T have the same stem, and that S <k+i T iff S <a T and S,,,,(s)-(e) <k Tstr,,,(S)e(0) and 
&,,(S)-(I) 6k T,,,,(s)-(1). We construct sequences (??I, = (T,“; s E 2<“) E P; k E w) 
and (nk E w; k- E w) with TO = T, T 1;+] 6” Tk, TI, E M,, 720 = 1, nrk.+] > ?Lk, such 
that 
(v) (i < k: a T,“;, <k Ti* and T,f”” n 2n” C T,“;,) and (i > Ic =j T&, < Tt’), - 
(vi) for all i: T,“;, E cl(Dk), 
(vii) putting Ci = Ci = 2’“” I? Ti’ for i E k, for any sequence (Ei C_ Ci; i E k) we 
have either 
(a) I ni,, nhd.0 f E iq*l A .f h E Eil f- njEbk aa(~.Jj 3 kor 
(b) whenever we choose for i E k and s E Ei an arbitrary fs E [Tli] with s c f3, 
then I flick flsEEl d.L) n nllEbk WW < k and finally 
(viii) nk > (si\ for i < k. 
If the first alternative of (vii) holds for a fixed (@; i E k), we call bl, good for 
(Ei; i E k); th o erwise it’s called bad,for (EL; i E k). The whole construction will take 
place in Ma+,, but all initial steps can be done in n/r,. We also notice that it suffices to 
make (vii) hold inside iMa. By elementarity it will then hold in the real world. 
To carry out this construction, suppose Tk = (Ti; s E 2<“) and nk are constructed. 
We wish to produce Tk+i and nkfl . It is standard to prune the trees Ti to a sequence 
T* = (?“,*“; s E 2<w) <* Tk with Tc*” E cl(Db) for all s E 2<“, T,“” <k Tis’ and 
Tia n 2’“~ C Tzs’ for i < Ic, and Tcs’ < Ti’ for i > k. Thus the main point is to 
guarantee (vii). First fix r&+t > lsk+t 1, n,k so large that whenever i < k and T < T;c*‘; 
satisfies T,““’ n 2’“E+’ C T, then T <k T,*“. Then we recursively prune all TLst (for 
iE (Ic+l))togetT&, ,. -< T;“* with Ci,, = Cj = T,*“’ “2%+1 c Ts’ k+l, going through _ 
all sequences (Et C Ci; i E (k + 1)) along the way. Thus it suffices to describe this 
procedure for one such sequence (Ei; i E (k + I)), say the first. Either (b) holds already 
(with k replaced by k + 1) and we are done, or there are, for i E (k + 1) and s E Ei, 
fs E [T,*“] with s c fs and 
1 n n ua(W n a,4rjJ~ 2k+ 1. 
i~(k+l) SEE” 3Eh+1 
By continuity of ap on [TL”], we find, for i E (k-t 1) and s E Ei, trees T(s) < (T,““), 
(which contain fs as branches) such that 
n n{u@(f); f E [T(S)] As E Ei} n n a&,) 3 k + 1. 
iE(k+l) .7Ebk+l 
Thus we can put 
T;c**,’ = U T(s) u U (T;% 
S-4J~,E(c+,) E3 SE~t\iJJt(E+,) E3 
and proceed with the recursive construction. In the end, we shall have constructed the 
Tl;, for i E (k + I). For t E T,“;,, s, G t (some i E (k + l)), we let Tl,, = (T,“:,),; 
and for other t, we put T,!,, = T,*t. Then the sequence Tk+i = (Ti+, ; s E 2<“) E P 
is as required. This completes step k + 1 of the construction. We note that this argument 
to make (vii) hold which is crucial for our proof can be done similarly for forcings like 
II or Qi. 
At the end, we let SS, = n kEw Tl (for s E 2<“), the fusion of the sequence (T,“; k E 
w). Then 3, = (Si; s E 2<w) <* 90, and genericity is guaranteed by condition (vi). 
The additional conditions are embodied in (vii). We choose ri E [Si] n Ma+1 s-generic 
over Ma. This completes the construction in the successor step. 
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Finally we let X = {r-L; Q < WI A s E 2<w }. This completes Construction 4.2. 
Claim 4.3. X E hP$. 
Proof. Choose Y C X uncountable and a : Y + [wlw Bore1 such that .[Y] has the finite 
intersection property. We have to find a pseudointersection for the family u[Y]. 
We now look into the details of Construction 4.2 in the step cy = ,L? + 1 where 
CL = a~. Put F = {i E w; ri E Y}; thus we have Y n iMa = {ri; i E F}. Next 
find (5; j E w) strictly increasing such that F = UJEw hk, and bk, C bk,+, for all 
j E w. Fix for the moment j E w. We know (by construction of the fusion sequence) that 
Ci, = T,f’ n 27”‘;3 C: Sz for i E kj. Call s E Ci, nice iff there is f E ([Sz] n Y) \ A4a 
with s c ,f. Let Ej = {s e Ci,, . s nice} 5 CL,. We now distinguish between two 
alternatives: 
(A) for some j E w, bk., is bad for (Ej; i e k,); and 
(B) each bk,7 is good for (Ej; i E k3). 
Ad (A). Let j E w be such that hk, is bad for (Ej; i E kj). For i E 5 and s E Ej 
choose fs > s with fs E ([Sz] nY) \AJ!~. By (vii)(b) in the construction, we must have 
/ fl fl a(f.y) n n a~T.)I < Ic3. 
Gk, SEE; ZE br,, 
As {fs; 1: E k,7 AS E Ej} u {T%; i E bk, } C Y, this contradicts the fact that u[Y] has 
the finite intersection property. 
Ad (B). Thus we can assume each bk, is good for the corresponding (Ej; i E kj). By 
(vii)(a), for each j E w, we find a finite set aj C w, of size Icj, with 
We put A = U, aj and claim that A is an infinite pseudointersection of a[Y]. To see this, 
first choose y E Y n iMa; then y = r-i for some i E F; hence there is je E w such that 
i E bk, for all j 3 je. This entails a? C a(y) for all j 3 ja; thus A \ a(y) 2 Ujcj,, a3 
which is finite as required. Next choose y E Y \ Mm. Let 6 3 cy and s E 2<” be such 
that y = r-j. Then y is a branch of Si. By definition of the ordering <* on P we can find 
s’ > s with s’ c y and such that (S,“),, = Si’ < Si’. Let i E w be such that s’ = s,. 
Thus y tn.k, E Ck,7 is nice for all j > jo where i < kjo; hence ytnk, E Ej for j 3 jo; 
therefore a3 2 n(y) for j 3 jo; so we have again A \ a(y) C UJcji, aj which is finite. 
This completes the proof of the claim. 0 
Claim 4.4. X E AddI( 
Proof. Let B C ww x ww be a Bore1 set such that all sections are null. Fix (Y such that 
B E Ma. Let C = U{D; D E N n Mm} E N. Then B, C C for all z E X: this is 
trivially true for 2 E M, n X; it does also hold for z E X \ Ma because such z are 
S-generic over Ma, and Nn Me is a base for N in AJD[z] (see (1) in Section 1.6). Thus 
U zEX B, is null. 0 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1(o). 
(0) We do the same argument as above, but replace Sacks forcing S by Goldstern- 
Shelah forcing 01; more explicitly we use the forcing Qf,s with g(n) = 2” for all n E w 
from [18, Section 21 (cf. also Other Construction 3.6(w)). An additional twist is added 
by the fact that we have to construct an auxiliary set {T,; (Y < WI} of random reals 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. There are no problems with doing this, for it follows 
from the properties of Ql (see [ 18, Section 21; cf. [3, Section 31 for a similar argument 
for the closely related forcing Q(J) that it satisfies property (3) of Laver forcing, too 
(see Section 1.5). The proof that the set X produced by the generic construction lies in 
COVE (hP$, respectively), is thus like the proof of Claim 3.2 (Claim 4.3, respectively). 
Hence we are done with (p) by showing: 
Claim 4.5. Every uncountable subset ofX is not in Add’(N). 
Proof. Let LOC = { 4 : w + [WI<“; V’n(I+(n)I < 2’l)). For f E w and Q, E Lot, put 
f E* 4 iff Vmn(f(n) E &(n,)). Then 133, Theorem 3.11 
Addt(N) = {X C ww; Va: ww 3 ww Borcl 34 E Loc(a[X] C* 4)}. 
Now let Y 2 X be uncountable. Given 4 E LOC, choose (Y E WI with 4 E M,. Then 
2/ E Y \ Ma implies ?/ $* 4 (because 71 is Ql-generic over M,, see [ 18, 2.121). Hence 
Y $ Addt(N). 0 
(y) This time we replace Sacks forcing by the tree version of infinitely many equal 
reals forcing II (see [ 17, Section 21, cf. also Other Construction 3.6(m)). More explicitly, 
let (I,; n E w) be a partition of w into finite intervals such that max(In)+ 1 = min(&,,+l) 
and II,,1 = n2. Let 
p = n2’71 = {f; dam(f) = w r\Vn(f(n) : IT1 + 2)}, 
1L 
Pm = I-I 2’7z and P, = UF’“. 
TL<m 7rL 
We think of Ii as forcing with trees T < P, such that for any m E T there is r > u such 
that T-(S) E T for all s: 11~1 + 2. II generically adjoins a function g with dam(y) = w 
and g(n) : I,, + 2 for all n E w; from this g we get a function g* : w + 2 by letting 
g* r&,, = g(n). The proof that the set X produced by the generic construction lies in hP$ 
is like the proof of Claim 4.3. 
Claim 4.6. Every uncountable subset of X is not strongly meager: 
Proof. Put A = {x E 2”; 3”n (n:tI,, = OrlT1)} E N. Note that if g is an II-generic real 
over a ZFC-model M, then 2” n M 2 (1: E 2”; ?n (zt1, = g(n))} = A + g*. Thus, 
if Y C X is uncountable, WC have Y + A = 2” and Y cannot be strongly meager. 0 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
5. Longer generic constructions 
So far we did everything under the assumption that the continuum hypothesis CH 
holds. Notice that ZFC alone is not sufficient, for it is consistent that several of the 
classes are equal and consist just of the countable sets of reals (see [33, Section 41 for a 
survey on known results). On the other hand, it seems promising to investigate the state 
of affairs under Martin’s axiom MA. Concerning this, first note that everything done in 
Section 2 can be carried out in the same fashion using MA (just replace the tit-sequence 
of ZFC-models by a c-sequence of ZFC-models (Ma; cx < c) with (JV=] < c (for all 
Q < c) the union of which still covers the reals-and apply MA to get the required 
generic objects). The situation is less clear for the sets constructed in Section 3 because 
we used proper, non-ccc forcings. 
To get a better understanding, let us introduce the following straightforward gener- 
alization of a-properness. For fixed (Y < c, call a forcing notion a-proper if for every 
sufficiently large cardinal X, and for every continuously increasing sequence (Np; ,B < a) 
of elementary submodels of H(X) satisfying INo1 < I,B + w, (N,; y < p) E No+] (for 
all ,B < cu) and P E NO, and for every p E lP n NO, there is q < p which is (No, P)- 
generic for every /3 < cr. For the forcing notions involved in our proofs (cf. Other 
Constructions 3.6), we get the following. 
Proposition 5.1. (a) Assume P is p-proper for all cardinals p < lc. Then IF’ preserves 
all cardinals < K. 
(b) (MAI L/J ver arcing IL, Mathias forcing M, rational perfect set forcing R, and f 
Bluss-Shelah forcing BS are a-proper for all CY < c. 
(c) It is consistent to assume MA + c > WI holds and Sacks forcing S (injinitely often 
equal reals forcing II, Goldstern-Shelah forcing Q) is not WI -propel: 
Proof. (a) Let f be a P-name and p E P and p < K such that p IL “f: /I + K is 
onto”. For LY < p let A, = {q < p; q decides f(o)}. Choose N + H(X) such 
that {f, A,; (Y < p} 2 N and IN/ = ,LL. Assume q < p is (N,P)-generic. Then 
q it--“rng(f) C N”, a contradiction. 
(b) We do the argument for Laver forcing IL. In fact, this is only a variation on [21, 
Section 31. The others are similar: for M this is straightforward, for R use [21, Section 41 
and [16], and for BS see [9]. 
Let &? = {A = (A,; s E w<“‘); Vs(A, E [w]~)}. Given A = (A,; s E wCw) E Q 
and s E w<“’ define p,(A) = p E IL to be the Laver tree such that stem(p) = s and 
-- 
for every t > s with t E p we have split@, t) = At. For sequences A, B E Q put 
il <* B iff A, &* B, for all s E wcw and A, C B, for almost all s E wcw. Note that if 
A <* B and p,(B) is (N, IL)-generic for all s E wcw, then p,(A) is also (N, !I,)-generic 
for all s E wcw. We show by induction on CY < c that whenever (No; @ < cy) is a 
continuously increasing sequence of elementary submodels of H(X), INo] 6 IpI + W, 
(N,; y < ,@ E No+i, IL E NO, B E Q n NO, then there is A <* B such that all ps(A) 
are (No, IL)-generic for /3 < (Y. 
In case (Y < wi this is a reformulation of the argument that IL is a-proper (see 
Section 1.2). In case a = cy’ + 1 is a successor and cr’ 3 WI, first find (by induction and 
elementarity) A’ <* B in iV, such that all p,(A’) are (No, IL)-generic for /3 < cy’, then 
use lo]-properness (which holds by induction) to get iT <* A’ such that all p,(A) are 
(N,, IL)-generic. In case cy = U y<cf(cYj a-, is a limit with cxy < a6 for y < b, choose (by 
induction and elementarity) a sequence (A,; y < cf(a)) such that & <* ??, A6 <* A, 
for y < 6, iT, E Nci,+i and all p, (A,) are (Nd, IL-generic for b < oy. Apply MA (in 
fact, MA(a-centered) suffices) to get A <* A, for all y < cf(o). 
(c) This is immediate from (a) and a deep result on Sacks forcing S due independently 
to VeliZkovid [37, Section 41, and Judah, Miller and Shelah [21, Sections 1 and 21, saying 
that it is consistent that MA+c > WI holds, but S collapses c to wi (see [ 10, Section 21 for 
a similar result). It is easy to see that this argument works for any forcing with compact 
trees which doesn’t have splitting going on on every level, e.g., Ii (both versions) and 
Qt. The point is that [21, Lemmata 2.3 and 2.41 still go through. 0 
We do not know whether Shelah’s forcing QO (see Other Constructions 3.6) behaves 
like the forcings in (b) or like the forcings in (c) above. 
Theorem 5.2 (MA + c = ~2). There is a set X belonging to Cod(n/) n Nod(N) cfl 
size wp_ such that whenever Y C X is in Dt, then IY / < WI. 
Proof. Let (N,; a < ~2) be a continuously increasing sequence of elementary submodels 
of H(X) with IN,] < ]a( + w such that 
(i) U cu<wz N, 2 (~2 U w“) and 
00 (Np;P < 4 E Na+l. 
We construct sequences (A, E Q; a: < ~2) (for Q-as well as some of the notation 
used in the sequel-see the proof of Proposition 5.1(b)) and (& E ww; cy < ~2) such 
that 
(iii) cr < /3 * Afl <* iT,, 
(iv) A, E Ncy+i and all p,(&) are (N,,IL)-generic and 
(v) & E &‘,+I is Laver-generic over N, and eN E [p,(A,)] for some s E wcw (by 
(iii) and (iv), this implies & is IL-generic over ND for all p < (7~). 
This can be done by Proposition 5.1(b). At each step of the construction we also 
produce (at the same time) sequences (Ma,,; y < wi), (T,,~ E w“‘; y < wi) and 
(B,,y E &; y < wi) such that 
(vi) (M=,+ Y < wi) is a continuously increasing sequence of countable elementary 
submodels of N,+i with lJ_,,._, M,,, = IV,+, and (n;rLy,~; b < 7) E Ma,-,+~ for 
Y<Wl, 
(vii) T,,~ E Ma,,+, is random over the elementary submodel of iVcy+i generated by 
Na[&] and Me,73 
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(viii) T,,? is ulso random over all Ma,y[!,] for ,D > cy, 
(ix) y < S * ;1 or+r <* Ba,6 <* B,,y <* A, and 
(x) BCY,, E ~a,y+l and all p,(B,,,) are (&ra,y, IL)-generic. 
There are no problems with making (vi), (ix) and (x) hold. Concerning (vii), notice 
that N,+i thinks (by elementarity) that MA holds and c = wz and that the submodel 
generated by iVfa,-, and N, [C,] has size wt. Thus we can find first r,,y and then M,,,+i 
as required. For (viii), it suffices to guarantee that all p,(B,,,), in addition to being 
generic, force the statement “ra,y is random over Ma,7 [iI’*. This can be done by (3) in 
Section 1.5. Put X = {e,; cy < ~2). The proof that X has the required properties is a 
straightforward modification of the corresponding arguments in the proof of Theorem 3. I 
(see Claims 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4), and is therefore left for the reader. 0 
The above argument easily generalizes to the situation where MA + c = w,, holds 
(n E w). But it is not clear how it can be modified in case the continuum is larger 
than w,. 
Problems 5.3. The main open question is whether all sets shown in (a)-(x) in Figs. 2 
and 4 can be constructed under the assumption that MA holds. By what we did in 
Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, this problem splits into two parts. 
(1) Figure out how we can get around the problem that some of the posets used in the 
constructions in Section 3 are not necessarily a-proper for cy < c under MA. 
(2) Figure out how we can get around the problem that the random reals used as 
witnesses for showing a set is in COVE can only be produced over countable models 
for some posets. 
Concerning (2), notice that we do not know whether MA + c > wt implies the fol- 
lowing: Given N -: H(X) of size WI, p E lL n N and r random over N, there is q < p 
which is (N, JL)-generic and forces “r is random over N[i] “. This is closely related to 
[8, Question 3.71. 
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